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For most of us our favorite time of year is
Fall! It’s cooling off. The bass’s metabo-
lism is in high gear and getting ready for

winter. It is buzz bait time!!!! Over the past 25
years I have been in love with using buzz baits.
From spring into late fall, day or night this can
be a fantastic way to catch bass. I have caught lit-
erally hundreds of fish over 5lbs and many fish
between 7-9 lbs by tossing these versatile top
water baits. From farm ponds, creeks, lakes,
reservoirs and tidal waters, all species of bass
love buzz baits.
Some buzz bait bites are downright vicious and

others just slurp the bait down where you can
barely see the bite. To prepare yourself for a fun
buzz bait experience here are some tips. For the
most part I use a 7 foot Quantum PT in a medium
heavy action. As far as the length; a 6 ½ foot rod
for hitting close targets like docks, then the 7 foot
rod for most applications and a 7 ½ foot rod when
I’m making long casts or fishing open water. This
model rod has a heavy backbone but still has a
limber enough tip to make accurate casts. Your
rod should be able to handle 10-25lb lines with a
tip soft enough to allow the fish to suck the buzz
bait down but a rod that has enough backbone to

wrestle the fish out of cover and back to the boat.
If the fish are biting really soft I may elect to use
my fiberglass crank bait rod to give the fish a lit-
tle more time to inhale the bait. My favorite reel
for tossing Buzz baits is the Quantum PT Tour
1170pt in a 6:3:1 gear ratio model or a 7:1 burner
for more rapid retrieve. The 7:1 ratio model al-
lows you to get the bait up on plane more quickly
while reducing the chances of your bait becoming
entangled in shallow grass, weeds or brush.
In a clear-water lake I use 15lb test monofila-

ment and in stained water or around heavy cover
I most often use 20lb test mono line. The reason I
use monofilament is it tends to float better and
helps keep your buzz bait up on top of the water.
Monofilament also has some stretch, which helps
the fish inhale the bait before you set the hook. I
don’t recommend using fluorocarbon line as it is
denser and has a tendency to sink faster. When
fishing around real heavy cover I use 65lb braid.
When using braid color at least the first three feet
of line from the buzz bait up. If for no other rea-
son the coloring of the line gives me more confi-
dence that the line is less visible to the fish.

Colors of buzz baits can be as simple or as
complex as you want to make them. I’ve found

keeping your color choices fairly simple it limits
my inventory and streamlines the decision
process. In low light I use black skirts and in
bright light I use white or chartreuse skirts. When
fishing in super clear water and bright light you
may elect to use a clear shad color for optimum
results. My choice of blade colors depends on
light conditions as well. In low light I use gold or
painted colors like black, red, or white but in
bright light I use nickel or gold for lots of flash.
When I have bright skies and very clear water the
clear plastic blades seem to work best.
When fishing around heavy cover on non-tour-

nament days I don’t use a trailer hook. This helps
to keep my bait more weed less and allows me to
use my buzz bait like a 4x4 truck in over and
around cover. If I am in a tournament I always use
a trailer hook simply because the money is on the
line. I use a single trailer hook most of the time
and rig the hook to swivel on the main hook.
By allowing the hook to swivel I’ve found that

I lose less fish especially when they jump. When
rigging the trailer hook place a small piece of sur-
gical tubing (1/4 inch) over the eye of the trailer
hook and insert the point of the buzz bait hook
through the tubing and through the eye of the
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trailer hook. It is important to make the piece of
tubing small or it may affect the way your bait
tracks across the water. Too long a piece of tubing
can make your buzz bait run sideways. When fish-
ing in lakes with open water you can use a treble
hook as a trailer hook, rig it the same way using a
small piece of surgical tubing. Using a treble hook
works great for catching a few more spotted bass
or smallmouth bass. You cut off one the bottom
leg of your treble hook when fishing near cover.
Otherwise, leave the entire hook intact with one
hook pointing down.

Buzz bait trailers can be a touchy topic. It
does make a bigger profile and could allow you
the opportunity to catch some bigger bass. How-
ever, using a trailer may make the buzz bait run
sideways. I don’t use trailer; however, some an-
glers do with great success.
The bait running un-true can be good or bad de-

pending on the situation. If you’re dock fishing
where you want your bait to run under the dock
running off track is a good thing, if you’re fishing
a bank where you want the bait to run straight it’s
not. A trailer can cause the bait to run un-true or
you can bend the wire that holds the blade to
cause the bait to run to one side or the other. If
you are fishing docks you may want to have two
baits (both running untrue) rigged for targeting
each side of the dock.

There are numerous types of Buzz baits on
the market today and I’ve had the opportunity to
use many different brands. The Berserk brand is
my favorite buzz bait. They use 5/0 long shank
Mustad ultra point hooks on most models and
these hooks allow you to get a better hook.. In ad-
dition, Berserk uses .045 stainless steel wire for
better durability. They all have a large head de-
sign allowing the bait up on plane quickly and
also allows you to retrieve the bait slowly.
Here is a breakdown of the different kinds of

Buzz baits and how they have helped me to have
some fantastic days. The Delta style buzz bait has
a single blade with two rounded edges and is good
for most applications and running your bait a lit-
tle faster through the water. This is great for sum-
mertime when the fish want it fast and especially
if there is a ripple on the water. My two all-time
favorite styles are the double buzzer and the two-
timer. I have caught more fish over 5lbs on the

double buzzer than any other buzz bait period!!
You’d wonder why I use anything else? This is
my kicker fish buzz bait when I’m in a tourna-
ment. The double buzzer has two arms each with
a delta style blade making a wider wake and more
surface disturbance. You can bend the blades to-
gether and they will clack against each other to
make extra noise and change the speed of rotation.
You can spread the blades apart and make a wider
wake for more water displacement. Be careful
when using this buzz bait as it can draw
TREMENDOUS BITES!!!! The Two Timer is the
bait I won a tournament on in Delta last year. The
bait has two blades in a row one behind the other
in a straight line. I use this bait when I think the
bass have been conditioned to all the other buzz
baits and I want more subtle presentation. The two
blades will counter rotate and make a softer wake
on top of the water.

A key factor in Buzz bait fishing is to begin
to engage your reel and turn the handle before
your Buzz bait hits the water. This is to get the
buzz bait up on plane right away. Don’t be lazy! If
you don’t do this you will miss a large percentage
of strike possibilities. If you don’t get the bait on
plane right away you will most likely have passed
the strike zone before the bait starts working.

Vary your retrieve speeds until you find the
speed they want on the day you are fishing. Try a
pause or two on the way back to the boat or shore-
line you could just get an extra bite or two.

Buzz baits work all day! Most anglers think
a buzz bait is only an early morning or evening
bait. This is true on some lakes and some times of
the year; however, I have caught many of my bet-
ter fish during the heat of the day. For the most
part all you need is some type of cover to hold the
fish. Waters with little or no structure may not be
a good candidate for afternoon top water fish but
places like the Delta and Clear Lake are great.

Places to use your buzz baits to increase
success may include the following. Under docks,
in shade pockets, through sparse tulles, outside
weed edges, over the top of grass or weed beds
that are under water, along a log, over tree tops,
parallel the bank with long casts, over rocks and
boulders, parallel bluff walls on lakes, through the
lanes in the weeds, or any place you have confi-
dence.

If you miss a buzz bait bite in some cases
the fish is still close-by looking for another op-
portunity. Have a second rod ready to go with a
follow up bait, like a Senko, fluke, or spinner bait
may work as well. If you are in or around heavy
cover a Texas rigged plastic may also work. If this
follow up approach does not work and it was a big
fish try coming back later and try again after the
fish has repositioned.

Buzz baits are tremendous search baits and
can help you cover lots of water and locate bass.
Usually the most aggressive bass in an area will
hit a buzz bait and this will tell you there may be
more fish nearby. For pre-fishing a tournament
you might cut the hook off your bait so you don’t
end up sticking those money fish.

Whether it is spring, summer, or fall there
isn’t a bad time to throw a buzz bait.
If you enjoy a super easy way to fish, tenacious

bites and catching big bass give buzz baits a try.
You won’t regret it! Before there were wake baits
there were buzz baits!
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